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By Marcello Toscanini
One of the ways paleontology is used to differentiate between otherwise lithologi-
cally similar strata is the changes in the composition of fossils that strata bear. 
This method of identifying temporally distinct rock layers via the fossils they bear 
is known as biostratigraphy, and the concept of “deep time” can be supported by 
the changes of fauna as seen from unit to unit. Although natural selection is often 
seen as a slow and gradual process that shapes organisms, today it is accepted 
that rapid changes in evolutionary development can occur in short bursts 
between intervals of slow to almost no changes. One such change has been 
uncovered in Early Jurassic marine sediments from the Varese Province of Lom-
bardy, Italy. Strangely enough, the bones found in these beds do not belong to a 
marine animal, but instead a large bodied theropod dinosaur: Saltriovenator 
zenellai. 

Saltriovenator zenellai is the third dinosaur to be found in Italy, and is an import-
ant find despite the fact that it consist of only a very partial skeleton. What makes 
Saltriovenator stand out is the time in which the animal was alive. The marine 
sediments in which the dinosaur was found are part of the Saltrio Formation, 
deposited during the Sinemurian of the Early Jurassic (~199 Ma). Hence, Saltrio-
venator would have been one of the largest carnivorous dinosaurs of its time. 
With an estimated length of 7.5 meters, the predator is currently the oldest known 
theropod to weigh 1,000 kg or more, setting the bar for the occurrence of large 
bodied theropods 25 million years earlier than previously thought. The size 
advantage Saltriovenator held over other theropods may have enabled it to tackle 
larger prey, like the armored and sauropodomorph dinosaurs that were beginning 
to show similar trends in size. The increasing sizes of both herbivorous and 
carnivorous dinosaurs during the Jurassic marks the beginning of what some call 
an “evolutionary arms race” that would continue throughout the Mesozoic. 

The Geologic Times

Message from the Editor and ESA Advisor Dr. Sara Mana
So often we wait until someone else does what we think it’s a good idea. I am so 
proud to see our students take action. This Newsletter is meant to provide some 
highlights on where recent geological exploration is taking our field as well as 
feature the work of some of our faculty and students at SSU. If you want to partici-
pate please contact us at esa.salemstate@gmail.com 

The Evolution of Theropod Hands 
as seen in a Newly Described Ital-
ian Dinosaur
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By Alyssa B. Cassias
Dust deposited in the Wasatch Mountains (UT) snow fields comes from the dried 
beds of the Great Salt Lake (Salt lake City, UT). The deposition of the lake bed 
dust quickens the snowmelt decreasing the rate of snowpack on the mountains. 
Less snowpack means less meltwater flowing to the lake. Hence, over time 
increasingly exposed lake bed will trigger a positive feedback in this system as 
more dust will be carried to the snowfields in the Wasatch Mountains. 

Only 32 years ago, the Great Salt Lake was encroaching on Rose Park which is 
now over 10 miles away from the body of water. Back then, pumps were set to 
pull water out of the lake and spill it into the West Desert in Utah. Decades later, 
the Great Salt Lake is now in a snowball effect and drying up. Covering less than 
half of the area it once had, the lake has dropped 15 feet and the pumps originally 
set to pull water out are now miles away from the water. 

The Great Salt Lake is environmentally important and provides the state with over 
$1 billion in economic revenue. More dams have been discussed on the Bear 
river, the northern source of water for the lake. Diverting the lake’s resources will 
only further the downfall of the lake’s ability to provide the economic revenue 
depriving the environment from what it  needs the most, water. Conservation of 
water, which means changing the minds of political leaders and calling for more 
crafty farming, is the only way to help the Great Salt Lake from drying.
Sources: (1) Drying of the Great salt lakes in the near future 
        https://www.sltrib.com/news/2018/12/29/tribune-editorial-can/

Is the Great Salt Lake dying? 

2. What is the outermost rigid layer of Earth?
6. What is dense and in the center of Earth and extends from the 
bottom of the outer core to the center of Earth?
8. What is located between the core and the crust?
10. The lithosphere is divided into ….
11. What extends from below the mantle to the center of Earth?
12. What is the outermost layer of Earth?
13. What is the movement of matter that results from differences in 
density?
15. What is the liquid layer of Earth’s core?
17. What element makes up most of Earth’s core?
18. Two plates collide they make …
19. What is the strong lower part of the Earth’s mantle?
20. What pushes the rest of a plate away from the mid-ocean ridge?

1. What describes large scale movements of the Earth’s lithosphere?
3. When two plates move away from each other this is called …
4. What explains the age and magnetic patterns of sea floor rocks?
5. What is the slow creeping motion of Earth’s solid silicate mantle 
caused by convection currents carrying heat from the interior of the 
Earth to the surface?
7. A boundary at which two plates move past each other horizontally 
is called a …
9. What is a layer of weak or soft mantle that is made of rock?
14. What are the huge trenches on Earth’s seafloor?
16. What is the portion of motion of a tectonic plate that can be 
accounted for by its subduction?

Modified from https://wordmint.com/public_puzzles/304967

Figure 1. Saltriovenator's (black) position on the theropod family tree. Time is running along the x 
axis in tens of millions of years. Credit Andrea Cau

Figure 5. Map highlighting the areas of interest. Modified from Google Earth Pro.
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Plate Tectonics Crossword Puzzle



Another weapon in Saltriovenator’s arsenal was the design of its hands. When 
compared to other theropods of the Early Jurassic, the hand of Saltriovenator 
was found to be much more robust and contained bony elements that prevented 
the dislocation of phalanges. Not only did bony elements keep fingers together 
under stress, but also provided leverage for muscles in the hand to anchor on 
and generate more pressure in the dinosaurs grasping ability. These modified 
elements, coupled with meat hook claws allowed the Saltriovenator  to hold onto 
a large struggling prey item and not let go. This grasping hand being present so 
early in theropod evolution has implications for the lineage of dinosaurs that 
would one day evolve into modern day birds. In fact, bird wings are formed by the 
fusion of what used to be three fingers into one stiff lever, but even earlier in 
theropod evolution, more than three fingers were present in the hand. The hand 
of Saltriovenator holds a phalange reduced in size, which represents the begin-
ning of theropods losing their ancestral fourth fingers. Losing this fourth finger 
early in theropod evolution would then allow for the development of the unique 
hands we see in later carnivorous dinosaurs such as the feathered three fingered 
hands of maniraptoran dinosaurs and two fingered hands of tyrannosaurids.

Saltriovenator’s discovery in the fossil record is lucky (it’s not common to find  a 
terrestrial animal fossilizes in marine sediments; additionally oceanic inverte-
brate burrows were found within the theropod remains), and critical to our under-
standing of theropod evolution. The newly described dinosaur not only sheds 
insight on how carnivorous dinosaurs were evolving, but also when. The timing of 
changes seen within the lineages of organisms provides geologists with a better 
understanding of the geologic time scale. Early Jurassic faunas consisted of 
recovering ecologies after the End-Triassic mass extinction. At this time new 
niches were available to the survivors and dinosaurs proliferated. Herbivores as 
well as carnivores began to reach sizes not yet seen before. Saltriovenator 
marks the beginning of an age of giants.
Sources: (1) Dal Sasso C, Maganuco S, Cau A. 2018. The oldest ceratosaurian (Dinosauria: 
Theropoda), from the Lower Jurassic of Italy, sheds light on the evolution of the three-fingered hand 
of birds. PeerJ 6:e5976
(2) Theropoda Blogspot: Saltriovenator and the Jurassic Arms Race. http://www.sci-news.com/pa-
leontology/saltriovenator-zanellai-06739.html

Figure 2. Life reconstruction of Saltriovenator zanellai. Image credit: Davide Bonadonna. Modified 
from Theropoda Blogspot: Saltriovenator and the Jurassic Arms Race.

By Eleanor Roccio
All along the coastline of Cape Ann there are reminders of a luxurious past; 
expansive mansions are present all along the shorelines leading to the nickname 
“The Golden Coast”. Look a little closer, and you’ll see a story written in rocks of 
a time much older than just this past century. Our coastlines in Massachusetts, 
particularly Cape Ann, boasts  bedrock of foreign origin. The Cape Ann Granite, 
which is part of the Avalonia terrane, is the dominating lithology. As an offshore 
island arc, Avalonia collided in between the terranes of Laurussia and Gondwa-
naland during the formation of the supercontinent, Pangea, circa 350 Million 
years ago. Pangea reigned as a singular land mass for most of the Paleozoic, 
until Mesozoic rifting began breaking it apart. A large chunk of Avalonia was 
ripped off by the diverging boundary and traveled east across the young Atlantic 
where it became the core of Europe and the British Isles. During the evolution of 
this event of rifting (spanning many millions of years), a swarm of hot mafic dikes 
developed throughout the granite following new planes of weaknesses forming 
within the rifted rocks. 

A spectacular outcrop that contains a portion of this dike swarm is just a short 
ride up Rt 127, at Rafes Chasm in Magnolia. A 400 meter walk in the woods will 
bring you out onto bare rock all the way to the sea. The Cape Ann granite is what 
appears first; bright salmon against the blue of ocean and sky. This granite is 
felsic in composition. Its dominating mineral is albite, followed by  quartz and 
k-feldspar, and with the  rare appearance of mafic minerals; if they have not 
already been weathered out preferentially. Dotting the outcrop are “dark fingers 
of the magma” that have pushed their way through the granite, mafic dikes. The 
main outcrop at Rafes Chasm has three dikes, two have the same lithology (A 
and C), while B presents  a  unique lithology. The aforementioned are porphyrit-
ic-aphanitic basaltic dikes located at both the near and far sides of the outcrop 
(Figure 3). Phenocrysts of amphibole are scarce  but reach sizes of up to 2 cm. 
The dike on the far side is located into a deep chasm because heavily eroded by 
the powerful surf. It used to be twice as thick as it is now. The central dike (B) 
boasts gigantic plagioclase phenocrysts (>10 cm) within a similar basaltic matrix. 
Its bearing is almost north-south bending to the east at the contact with  dike A. 
Because dike B truncates dike A we can infer that dike B is younger than A and  

Structural Geology @SSU - The Story of 
Rafes Chasm in Magnolia, MA 

ESA News: (1) ESA Members will be travelling to Portland, ME for NEGSA 
on (March Sunday  17 to Tuesday 19). At this conference senior research 
students will present the results of their current projects. (2) ESA is looking for 
volunteers to write short summary article for future newsletters. If you want to 
participate please contact us at esa.salemstate@gmail.com!

C (Figure 4). At this outcrop there are two 
distinct fracture sets that cross over each 
other at about a 60o angle. These sets run 
through both the granite and the dikes 
hence we can interpret them as post-tec-
tonic brittle deformation of Avalonia as a 
whole. This outcrop is both visually 
appealing in terms of  chasms, tidal pools, 
and views of the open ocean, as well as 
geologically fascinating in terms of read-
ing this terranes’ story written along our 
coast.
Sources: Torsvik, T.H., van der Voo, R. and Cocks, 
L.R.M., 2003, April. Formation of Pangea. In 
EGS-AGU-EUG Joint Assembly.

Figure 3. Birds eye view of Rafes Chasm in Magnolia MA, dikes are labeled respectively.

 

Figure 4. Dike A (right) being truncated by 
and Dike B (Left)

Tourmaline!      
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By Klementina Mato
Classified as “pretty” and “precious” in a 
non-geology world, Tourmaline is a very 
interesting mineral. The name “tourmali” 
was a generic name used in Ceylon (Sri 
Lanka) for colored gems. Around 1794 
Richard Kirwan, an Irish geologist and 
chemist, named it Tourmaline.

Tourmaline is the name of a large group of 
Boron Silicate minerals. These minerals 
share a common crystal structure and 
physical properties, however, they vary in 
their chemical composition. This variabili-
ty in composition causes tourmaline to 
occur in many different colors and more 
color combinations   than   any   other   

 

mineral group. Just like Quartz, Tourmaline has a hardness of 7 on Mohs 
scale. It does not have a cleavage but rather a conchoidal, uneven fracture 
and the chemical formula of the Tourmaline group is: A(D3)G6(T6O18)(-
BO3)3X3Z.

One of the most interesting thing about these group of minerals is their 
process of formation which is related to hydrothermal activity. In fact, these 
minerals form when hot water and vapors carrying the elements necessary 
are enriched into pockets, voids and fractures, that provide the space needed 
for crystal growth. The size of the tourmaline crystals in these pockets can 
vary from a few mm to prisms that can weigh over 100 kg. These crystals are 
an attraction to mineral collectors as well as amateurs treasure hunters.
Sources: (1) Hudson Institute of Mineralogy,2019.Tourmaline. Mindat.org
https://www.mindat.org/min-4003.html; (2) King, M. Hobart. Tourmaline: Earth’s most colorful 
mineral and gem material. Geology.com. https://geology.com/minerals/tourmaline.shtml
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